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About This Game

THE FIGHT

Combat and destroy hordes of extremely dangerous Hive robots with frighteningly powerful weapons and relentless
machine hearts!

Use your brutally effective guns and trusty plasma shield to deal devastating damage and
fight your way to the queen of the hive for a battle of legendary proportions!

This is what happens when an unstoppable force meets an immovable object!
Are you ready to FIGHT?!
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THE FEATURES

Procedural Generation : Everything from number of enemies, type of enemies, their speed, attack patterns and more
all vary from wave to wave ensuring that no two waves are the same!

Every Enemy Is Unique : Every enemy has it's own special effect and is level depended meaning no two levels are the
same and no two enemies are the same either!

Every Level Is A Different Type Of Gameplay : Each level has it's own style of gameplay from close quarters combat to
long range precision warfare, epic battles against lightning fast flying enemies in space to an endurance fight where

you take on the queen of the Hive in an almost suicidal mission where there will be blood, sweat and tears shed!

Local Leaderboard : Challenge yourself to become better, faster and stronger! Track your progress via Hit The Hive's
local leaderboard!

Community Focused : Have your say! Hit The Hive is and always will be a community focused game, you get to decide
where we take the game!

Immersive Visuals : Ranging from realistic and gritty to bold and dark! Visually simulating level design to increase
immersion!

Fun and Energetic Experience : Really making the most of VR by getting you moving in your VR space! Games like
Hit The Hive is why you brought VR in the first place so let's get up and enjoy it!

THE DESCRIPTION

Hit The Hive is a dark styled Space Based Wave Shooter in VR! with a heavy focus on challenging the player like never
before, utilising Procedural Generation technology to make every wave different and fun to play, every time you play!
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Title: Hit The Hive
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
VOID VR
Publisher:
VOID VR
Release Date: 24 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or Higher

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1030

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

Additional Notes: And a VR headset! HTC Vive

English
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hit the hive. hit the hive vr. the hives hit songs. hit the hive honey

This game is adictive, i thought I would play for "just 5 minutes" ....NO CHANCE!! 2 hours later I was so wrong!!

I am playing on relaxed mode and its very easy to play, the graphics are quaint and cute and the gameplay is really good!!
I would recommend this, as I normally play RPG\/RTS\/MMORPG\/MOBA and it gives you a break from taking over what
ever world\/baddie\/team needs a right shoeing next!!!. Liked the art style and the ambiance.

Didn't like not having save games and having to go through repetitive sequences just to make slightly different choices. I ran out
of steam and quit before getting all the endings.. A game like this is heavily reliant on the moving mechanics and visual effects.
And for me it fails on both counts.

The moving feels unsatisfactory as you can only move in circles. Other games like this allow you to cross over yourself.
However, I would be satisfied if you could at least do a sharp turn.
In regards to the graphics. They are okay. But the game itself is not visually stunning.

My biggest complaint however must be when I turned down the volume in the options menu. But the music remained at the
same volume.. lemon stage is bugged as hell

the fan cant be seen when it's tested out cuz it's placed out of the cameras view
and following that the contraption takes up space on the desk while the puzzlepieces are being put right under it
this entirely breaks the stage and and makes me gasp at the extreme incompetence this displays

fix ur pathetic excuse for a game. I feel like I paid for a race pack for warhammer 2 with a few exclusive campaigns for old-
world dlc races.

I mean, the mortal empires campaign and the old world races in general are pretty good. The content is significant, as is the
contribution to its sequel. But that price point ain't right in the current state of the game.

Recommended ON SALE. Unless you're a huge warhammer nerd like me and would bite the bullet anyway. You'll enjoy what
the first game has to offer, but it's really an overpriced race and campaign pack.. koishi is cute, why wouldnt you buy the game
support zun now boys and girls

i bought it after it was released 20 mins ago, worth it

1.10c gets the game way better and dev are still working for the game. This is a wonderful game for anyone who loves shmups,
explosions or frantic action. I love the procedural generation and variety of weapons, too. Highly recommended.. -Evolve the
ugliest specimen in existence
-Befriend everything
-Betray them all with mass genocide
-Conquer the galaxy
 10\/10. Nice game, but too much on the grinding side. Battles tend to get pretty boring after a while.
Didn't stand a chance in the final fight against Redbeard, even on easiest settings. Had to give up and uninstall.. Shuyan Saga (SS
in short) developed and published by Lofty Sky Entertainment Inc. The PC version was released on: Aug 8, 2017 and is also
available On: Iphone/Ipad. On Metacritic (https://www.metacritic.com/game/pc/shuyan-saga) it does not have any rating - as of
this writing.

For me Shuyan Saga reminds me of Bioware's Jade Empire. It's not 100% similar but it's closest product which I can relate &
make comparison with. SS is a single player, bash em up, Kung Fu@martial art theme, with some mystical element, using a
combination of top-down 2D view and 3D in a 1-on-1 fighting scene, is a Visual Novel driven story (like Telltale/Life is
strange), featuring a female protagonist and it also has great music soundtrack. I know that a whole lot of take in@sounds very
strange but that's the product utilizing various mechanics & elements from different movies and games - which some of you
may be familiar with. So is it a great product? I'am going to say Yes.

What is SS about?
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You play as Shuyan, a princess of Nan Feng, who has lost her friends, family and kingdom to a very bad man. She goes on a
quest to "unlock" her mystical kung fu powers and makes some new friends along the way to save her kingdom/the people of
Nan Feng from evil. For some, that kinda sounds like a quest for revenge.

Controls, Audio, Visuals, Writing:
Controls: keyboard button: Q and W and mouse. Nothing more.

I'll start off with visual. It's like a visual novel@comic and it's been drawn beautifully. All characters are drawn so well, distinct
clothing styles and colors. That includes the Mystic creatures, to the kingdom and mountain temples. +1

All characters voice has been done properly. Each has their own persona. (I assure you its better than andromeda. Ahem!) +1

The writing/story may be simple but so much emphasis has been put into the character development mainly Shuyan, Jade,
Dongmei, Jian and Ganbaatar. I wished that they had explained more about:

Shuyan's family - why was she closer to her dad than her mom. Why did she picked up martial arts.

Lily - ohh this is an underused character. As Shuyan's best friend, so much more could have been done on her character.

Master Long - we didn't know a single thing about his background until Ganbaatar mentioned something shocking in the
final confrontation.

Lore - I wished they could have added/expanded on the kingdom's background/allies/etc apart from the mountain
temple/mystic creatures only.

I wanted more story >_< but having said that, this was a good start@standard. +1

Mechanics:
I am not sure why there is a leveling system - which is not apparent on the UI and serves little to no purpose. The main thing that
drives the player is the story and mouse clicking@bashing. xD

Fighting mechanics:
Imagine WB's Batman combat merge with Xcom (2D + 3D) It's truely unique and clunky. It doesn't feel sharp like Batman,
Shadow of Mordor or Assasin creed. If feels very basic and frustrating at certain levels when the map is filled with 6-7 enemies
coming at you (The 2D view). So that's one major area of improvement.

In a 1-on-1 fighting (The 3D view), this feels much better however it is so limited. All that wondrous combo move that we've
acquired seems like a waste. Rarely did I manage to execute some fancy moves. Most of the time I just evade + counter + 3 leg
kick/3 head punch and repeat. T.T

My personal thoughts/My Summary:
It's been a while since I felt excited, refreshing and was able to immerse myself into a game - have some fun with little
frustrations and wanting more. The last time i felt this wasy was with Life is strange/Witcher 3/Gibz (Seriously). Are my
standards too high?

There were no frustrating game design/mechanic here. The scope of the product was small (and this is the right decision for
your first product), direct gameplay, easy to pick up and theres save function by chapters, no bugs, no funny business of
grinding/crappy quests/crazy puzzles, sudden difficulty spike in boss fights/late game - none of those nonsenses. AND most
importantly, like all visual novel games, it has the skipping conversation function (unlike a previous game which i condemned
it to the shredder machine) so yay. I like it. I like all the characters. The evil duo character really gets on my nerve & i wanted to
smack them in the eye. I feel shuyan's lost and struggle and also on the friendship aspect. Apparently all Martial art masters talk
in a calmly manner...from day to night, regardless of the situations. lol ><
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What i would like to see in the future?
- Polish the fighting mechanics
- Introduction of weapons & fighting styles (I want the mantis style/crane style you know)
- Some sort of character customization
- Inventory system + some gears + merchant/trading
- more quests/side quest and some mini games away from the main story
- Allow players to make more decisions
- Expand on the locations/places to visit
- Please introduce a new martial art master who's a bit more lively xD

My Summary:
For me, Shuyan Saga is one of jewels on STEAM. It's short but enjoyable. Upon completing the campaign, I didnt felt
disappointed instead I wanted more. There's great potential for this product and Iam looking forward to see what Lofty Sky
Entertainment Inc. plans in the future.

*Sits beside master Shan and meditates*
So, on the scale of 0 - 10, my personal rating for Shuyan Saga is Masterful crafted acrylic statue of a vermillion phoenix worth
7/10.

Master Shan: Aruvin, In still water you will find your true self, that is the Phoenix way.
Aruvin: What about the mantis way, master?
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Boring as hell.. Big Action Mega Fight is a game I purchased on a whim and was very happy that I did. It's a very fun, quirky
beat-em-up game that takes notes from the classics of the genre, and most importantly one of the best games of it's type I've
seen on Steam. The game looks beautiful, and could easily pass for TV quality animation. There's a good variety of moves
which makes gameplay fresh and not repetitive. Each enemy type keeps the game exciting by introducing a new strategy you'll
need to overcome.

If you've played OK KO! for mobile, which is by the same developer, you will notice the similarities immediately. However, I
feel like they improved greatly upon the formula from that game by adding a lot more moves, powerups, and upgrades. All in
all, Big Action Mega Fight is an awesome, quality game for a very affordable price. You have no excuse NOT to try it! :). Won't
work off-line have to be on steam or else game crashes graphics for numbers atrocious supposed to be hand drawn pencil very
difficult to see. how do we get are $$$$$ back if you quit making the game????. Good stuff!. Take the original "Snake" and put
an awesome spin on it. Portal blocks? Check. Reverse blocks? Check. Multiplayer? Check.

Old school players will definitely feel at home playing Ophidian and it keeps things fresh to bring in a new crowd.
I've never been very interested in "Snake-like" games but this one is definitely addicting. It's very well polished and runs
amazing and has a huge amount of content. The challenges will keep even the most expert players playing for hours on end.
The price is amazing for a game of this quality. If you're on the fence, do yourself a favor and buy this game.. It's kind of like a
minigame-driven VN with a board game vibe. A one-of-a-kind game though, very unique and lots of fun.. Played for abour 6
minutes
Pretty Good. the game says multiplayer but it is only local multiplayer, very upsetting.
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